Appendix 5.4

Visual Receptors (Internal and External)

Annex 5.4: Visual Receptors Internal and External
• Whiteknights / Windsor Halls Road Link
• Fox Hill House Road Link
• Fox Hill House Footpath
• Park House Link Road
• Lake Crossing
• Earley Gate Link
• Bridges Hall Link Road
• Whiteknights Hall Views
• Childs Hall Views
• Bridges Hall Views
• Film, Theatre & Television Building
• Central Production Unit
• Waste Transfer Station
• Catering Hub
• Sports & Recreation
• Campus Green & Park Square
• Academic Development at Campus Hub
• Academic Development at Earley Gate
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Section of road between Whiteknights Hall and Windsor Hall to be widened.

WHITEKNIGHTS / WINDSOR HALLS LINK ROAD
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Foxhill House campus entrance from junction of Eastern Avenue, Whiteknights Road and Upper Redlands Road

FOX HILL HOUSE LINK ROAD
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Section of footpath between Campus Hub and Fox Hill House to be widened.

FOX HILL HOUSE FOOTPATH
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Proposed location for Park House Link Road, to the east of Park House

PARK HOUSE LINK ROAD
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View of Friends Bridge.
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View towatd Friends Bridge from Park House.

LAKE CROSSING
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View toward interior roundabout on Earley Gate Link Road.
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View along Earley Gate Link Road.
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Earley Gate entrance to campus.

EARLEY GATE LINK
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Views along Whiteknights Road at Bridges Hall.

BRIDGES HALL LINK ROAD
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WHITEKNIGHTS HALL VIEWS
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CHILDS HALL VIEWS
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BRIDGES HALL VIEWS

1.1 ZONE 1 PLOT 1
Whiteknights Campus
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Film, Theatre and Television Studies Dept Building

Located immediately south of the Animal and Microbial sciences Buildin
(incorporating the Cole Museum of Zoology), and north of the hUMss B
this development plot is currently a car park and small landscaped area.
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Whiteknights Campus
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Waste Transfer Station - within the boiler house
Central Production Unit - shown at 900m2
(Single storey, double height space).
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CENTRAL PRODUCTION UNIT

Whiteknights Campus
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Waste Transfer Station - within the boiler house
Central Production Unit - shown at 900m2
(Single storey, double height space).
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WASTE TRANSFER STATION

2.1 ZONE 2 PLOT 1
Whiteknights Campus
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Enterprise hub Phase II and Catering hub
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Whiteknights Campus
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All Weather Sports Pitch

a of the existing all-weather
Located south-east of Whiteknights hall and north-west
sports pitch, this plot identifies the opportunity for the creation of a new all-weather
sports pitch to meet increasing sporting requirements within the University. the
alignment as shown is purely indicative at this stage and would need to be subject to
detailed design development, considering landscape and potential impact of
floodlighting on proposed halls of Residence, themselves due for a detailed design
process in the early life of the Development Plan. it has been noted that the existing
Pavilion, located off elmhurst Road, is proposed for relocation as part of proposals for
Plot 3.5.
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Large sports field, amenity grassland including area of semi-mature trees. Bird activity
and nesting recorded. tennis court to south with well maintained beech hedge.
A new all weather surface over existing sports grounds, this plot along its periphery
contains grouping of notable trees that will require consideration. Plot area appears
to cross over a small area of Wildlife heritage Boundary within one corner (currently
mown grassland). Landscape strategy will need to consider required access routes
for users and additional planting to reduce possible floodlighting impacts.
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All Weather Sports Pitch
Located south-east of Whiteknights hall and north-west of the existing all-weather
sports pitch, this plot identifies the opportunity for the creation of a new all-weather
sports pitch to meet increasing sporting requirements within the University. the
alignment as shown is purely indicative at this stage and would need to be subject to
detailed design development, considering landscape and potential impact of
floodlighting on proposed halls of Residence, themselves due for a detailed design
process in the early life of the Development Plan. it has been noted that the existing
Pavilion, located off elmhurst Road, is proposed for relocation as part of proposals for
Plot 3.5.

Careful consideration will be required to lighting and acoustic impact upon new
residential development proposed to the north.
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the existing telephone and fibre ducts will need to be diverted around the new
building. these services can be supplied to this development plot from the diverted
infrastructure. Mains gas, water and low voltage cables can be supplied to this

Covered cyc

SITE

Whiteknights Campus

Sports Centre Expansion

LAYoUT

A small development plot located to the side of the existing main sports hall: this
development plot makes provision for the erection of a new sports Activity Building
adjacent to the existing sports hall. Car parking improvements are suggested as par
of proposals for plot 3.6, adjacent. the sports hall would be located close to the
existing shinfield Road entrance (with associated car parking).

a

the end use of the sports building has yet to be agreed. the building shown on
the Development Plan Model offers a number of opportunities, including changing
facilities.

a
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KEY ISSUES
the plot is currently amenity grassland with worn/bare areas, shrub/trees. Bird activity and nesting recorded. Development over existing sports field with a grouping
of established trees just outside the plot development zone may require protection
zones. Landscape strategy should provide reinforcement to boundary planting along
elmhurst Road to aid mitigation of sensitive views from surrounding residents.

b
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Sports Centre Expansion

A small development plot located to the side of the existing main sports hall: this
development plot makes provision for the erection of a new sports Activity Building Mains water and low voltage cables can be supplied to this development plot from the
adjacent to the existing sports hall. Car parking improvements are suggested as partexisting local infrastructure.
Whiteknights CAMPUs
of proposals for plot 3.6, adjacent. the sports hall would be located close to the
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existing shinfield Road entrance (with associated car parking).
Mains gas, telephony and data ducts can be supplied to this development plot from
the existing local infrastructure, subject to it having sufficient spare capacity.
the end use of the sports building has yet to be agreed. the building shown on
the Development Plan Model offers a number of opportunities, including changing the existing high voltage cables are in very close position to the new development
facilities.
plot. Diversion may be required to avoid the new building.
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Located within close proximity to the main shinfield Road entrance, this linear
development plot is currently used as car parking to serve the sports complex.
even within the retention of existing mature trees within the south-western extreme
of the development plot, opportunities would appear to exist to extend car parking
provision in this area. this could be justified, given the proposals in Plot 3.5 to extend
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the a
plot will operate as a parking area and sits on the proposed orbital route.
this parking area will serve the sports Centre.
significant expansion of existing Car Park 1 providing some 80 extra spaces.

the plot is currently a car park at the front of the sports building bordered with shrub
Coach parking requirement to be investigated and provided beyond existing level,
and juvenile tree planting, oaks, horse chestnut and scots pine. Mature trees have
as necessary. Covered cycle parking to be included.
some potential for bats.
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Open views from the entrance will help site users to navigate
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scale:
way as they move into the built fabric of the campus.
A notional building extension has been shown on the plans. this represents a
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Sports Centre Parking / Extension b Reception
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Car Parking - 5500 m² approximate footprint
proposed catering facility as part of a wider upgrade of services.

Capacity:
170 car parking spaces (net increase of 80)
the main pedestrian route into the campus runs along the edge
of this plot, as does
Located within close proximity to the main shinfield Road entrance,
this linear
the main cycle route.

development plot is currently used as car parking to serve the sports complex.
even within the retention of existing mature trees within the south-western
extreme
the plot will
operate as a parking area and sits on the proposed orbital route.
ximate footprint
of the development plot, opportunities would appear to exist to extend
car parking
this parking
area will serve the sports Centre.
Whiteknights CAMPUs
mate footprint provision in this area. this could be justified, given the proposals in Plot 3.5 to extend
crease of 80) the existing sports complex with the provision of a new sports hallsignificant
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necessary.
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the existing substation will need to be relocated or accommodated within the new car
park. the existing external lighting surrounding this development plot will need to be
A small extension to the sports hall is shown on the Development reconfigured.
Plan Model to offer
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improved localised catering facilities (café) and reception space. An extension of
100m2 is shown at the current time, although this will be the subjectA of
detailed
design
notional
building
extension has been shown on the plans. this represents a
c
proposed catering facility as part of a wider upgrade of services.
development.
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LAYoUT / MASSIng

Park Square

LAYoU

An existing landscaped area bounded by the Library to
the north, Whiteknights house to the west and general
the south, this plot has been identified as an opportunit
maintain an attractive soft landscape setting “Park squ

Minor realignment works are suggested to pathways to
part of a wider access of movement strategy. no buildin
defined plot.
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Whiteknights CAMPUs
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Activity.the pu
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delivery bays l
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c
library.
Retention of a
to the south east of this plot, the development plan shows a new covered cycle
library.
the existing M&e services do not affect the landscape proposals for this plot.
storage facility and bus stop. the access and movment strategy offers the
opportunity to route buses through a restricted access road passing close toAthe
number of trees have been identified as having bat and
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1)existing M
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60
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landscape
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Whiteknights Campus

P

Campus green

LAYoUT

Located within the heart of the academic estate, adjacent to the students Union
Building, Library and Palmer Building, this social communal zone is highlighted as
an opportunity to remodel soft landscaped areas.

LAYoUT / MASSIng
b

PhoTogRAPhS

ampus green (as opposed to Campus square) reflects
that this area should remain as a landscaped area for
ment rather than a harder surface treatment. Footpath
d, but the area will retain a green and lanscaped

PhoTogRAPhS
SITE

the renaming of this plot Campus green (as opposed to Campus square) reflects
the consultation responses that this area should remain as a landscaped area for
relaxation and quiet enjoyment rather than a harder surface treatment. Footpath
alignments will be reviewed, but the area will retain a green and lanscaped
appearance.
Remodelling proposals for central landscape amenity area containing mown grass

KEY ISSUES

and 6 nr mature specimen trees of considerable size and age. two large cedars and

the academic estate, adjacent to the students Union
er Building, this social communal zone is highlighted as
soft landscaped areas.

orse house which is considered suitable for
b retention
y extending commercial activities at ground floor level with
ve. this particular zone is highlighted as the future focal
o offers opportunities for social events and functions. it
y nodal points for students. this is reflected in the wider
ategy.

a

the Zone includes Black horse house which is considered suitable for retention
and refurbishment, possibly extending commercial activities at ground floor level with
office accommodation above. this particular zone is highlighted as the future focal
point of student life and also offers opportunities for social events and functions. it
performs one of the few key nodal points for students. this is reflected in the wider
Access and Movement c
strategy.

holmbuilding
oak with bat
potential. Amenity
has some
forbuilding
bat activity/
A general academic
is proposed
within grassland
the opening
of thepotential
hUMss
foraging.
Consideration
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edge to
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allow oppurtunities
development
during remodellingaworks.
(Development limited
footpathevents.
provision).
for projecting images
onto
of entertainment
and/ortocultural
b its elevation as part

a

Landscape proposals to this area could provide a central ‘hub’ to the campus.
strategic view corridor from West to student Union, from south east to Ft&t and from
south West to Carrington Building.
Views should be primarily contained within ‘hub’ area, an appropriate
landscape strategy could highlight entry / exit points from this zone. this includes the
area around the Ft+t dept building a shown in plot 1.1.

SUMMARY
Opp type:

a

Black horse house Building (Refurbishment) and enhanced

this
plot sits on a busy and significant intersection of pedestrian movement and
landscaping
represents
the central
communal
(nil change
in floor
area) square of Whiteknights Primary Zone of Activity.

scale:
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the existing M&e services do not affect the planning for the development plot.
Remodelling proposals for central landscape amenity area containing mown grass
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Views should be p
ping
performs one of the few key nodal points for students. this is reflected in the wider
landscape strateg
ge in floor area)
this plot sits on a busy and significant intersection of pedestrian movement and

Access and Movement strategy.

a

b

c

represents the central communal square of Whiteknights Primary Zone of Activity.

the renaming of this plot Campus green (as opposed to Campus square) reflects
the existing M&e services do not affect the planning for the development plot.
the consultation responses that this area should remain as a landscaped
area forfor new services can be supplied to this development plot from the
Connection
a
relaxation and quiet enjoyment rather than a harder surface treatment. existing
Footpath
local infrastructure, subject to it having sufficient spare capacity.
alignments will be reviewed, but the area will retain a green and lanscaped
new connections are however unlikely as the plot is refurbishment only.
CAMPUS
61
appearance.
A general academic building is proposed within the opening of the hUMss building
which would create a stronger edge to the green and potentially allow oppurtunities
for projecting images onto its elevation as part of entertainment and/or cultural events.

area around the F

this plot sits on a
represents the ce

the existing
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Connection for ne

existing local infra
new connections

Whiteknights Campus

LAYoUT / MASSIng
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SITE
old Whiteknights house / hUMSS

Located immediately south of the proposed iCMA building and incorporating
western addition of the older hUMss building, this development plot is locat
behind the listed Old Whiteknights house (graduate school for Arts & huma
when approaching the heart of the academic campus from the main shinfield
entrance along Queens Drive.
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A busy and important intersection of pedestrian and cycle
KEY ISSUES
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SUMMARY

the existing low voltage cables, telephone and fibre ducts will need to be diverted to
accommodate development in this location.

Covered cycle

SITE

Whiteknights Campus

hUMSS Quadrangle

LAYoUT

A new building is proposed between the 2 wings of the hUMss building, partly
enclosing the open area between the two wings. the new building will create an
edge to the green, but will not encroach upon it. this will help to improve the sense of
enclosure of Campus green by creating a more consistent frontage along its western
flank - minoring the impact the library, Black horse house, students Union and the
Palmer Building has upon this central green space. the plot provides the opportunity
for a 1500m2 building over 3 storeys.

a

this proposal responds to representations received during the public consultation period which did not support a new building encrouching upon the main green square.
the location of the film theatre and television studies dept building is new proposed
on the adjacent car park (see plot 1.1)

a

PhoTogRAPhS

KEY ISSUES
Development has potential to create and a more defined edge to a Campus green,
providing a stronger relationship with the surrounding student service Building &
student’s Union buildings.

SUMMARY
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SITE

e-

hUMSS Quadrangle
A new building is proposed between the 2 wings of the hUMss building, partly
enclosing the open area between the two wings. the new building will create an
edge to the green, but will not encroach upon it. this will help to improve the sense of
enclosure of Campus green by creating a more consistent frontage along its western
flank - minoring the impact the library, Black horse house, students Union and the
Palmer Building has upon this central green space. the plot provides the opportunity
for a 1500m2 building over 3 storeys.
this proposal responds to representations received during the public consultation period which did not support a new building encrouching upon the main green square.
the location of the film theatre and television studies dept building is new proposed
on the adjacent a
car park (see plot 1.1)

surrounding buildings are up to 5-6 storeys. the building block shown is
set at 3 storeys as a response
to the
height of the
hUMss
Building. the proposed
Opp
type:
general
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block configuration
enclosing a central courtyard.
scale:
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3 storeys
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to form the squares new westend
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End
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PhoTogRAPhS

the building block sits between the two principal lines of pedestrian movement, to
the north south and which follow an east-west axis.these routes convey pedestrians
across the Primary Zone of Activity of Whiteknights campus. Covered cycle parking is
encouraged in this central location.
Whiteknights CAMPUs
DeVeLOPMent
PLAn to this development plot from the
new telephone and fibre ducts
can be supplied

existing local infrastructure. the existing gas and water mains and low voltage cables
will need to be diverted around the new building. the existing high voltage cables will
need to be diverted to avoid the new building. this could be done at the same time as
the planned reconfiguration of the new high voltage network.
An existing steam duct runs under this development plot. if removed or abandoned
this would necessitate the provision of an alternative form of heating to the buildings
it supplies, which would require new gas mains to be laid to those buildings.
subject to detailed design and use of appropriate materials, the ability to project
ACADEMIC
DEVELOPMENT
AT CAMPUS
images onto the eastern elevation
of this building
could support entertainment,
cultural or other ceremonial events held within Campus green.

a
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Chemistry Car Park
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1.8 ZONE 1 PLOT 8
Whiteknights Campus

LAYoUT / MASSIng
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SITE
Sciences Square

Currently laid out as two car parking areas, peripheral landscaping and a serpentin
internal access road, this plot is located to the west of the Plant sciences Building
and east of the engineering Buildings. A new building located within the south of th
development plot over 3 storeys would provide a “punctuation mark” at the end of
the internal road from the west. the height of this building would need careful
consideration, given the proximity of the University Cottages (tenanted) to the sout

PhoTogRAPhS
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ocated to the west of the Plant sciences Building
ings. A new building located within the south of this
would provide a “punctuation mark” at the end of
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the plot will operate as a retained parking area. the congregat
pedestrian movement in this area will establish a dispersed and
use. Building entrances opening onto the square offer minor de

ough the proposed car parking area would be
cess and movement strategy. Locating car parking
rbital route around the Campus heart would have the
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hoTogRAPhS
SITE

the existing main water, steam, telephone and fibre ducts are in
the new development plot. Diversions may be required. Main g
this development plot from the existing local infrastructure.

KEY ISSUES
SUMMARY
Opp type: shrub and
general
Building
A large car park/hardstanding
with areas of introduced
youngAcademic
tree planting
PhoTogRAPhS
3 storeys
(bird activity recorded). A small pitched roof building to south east
of car park is not

KEY ISSU

scale:
460 m² approximate footprint – over 3 storeys
A large car park/h
Capacity:
Approximate total floor area 1380 m²
(bird activity recor
end
Use(r):
the plot sits on an important route for cyclists
using
the proposed orbital route to
Currently laid out as two car parking areas, peripheral landscaping and a serpentine
considered suitab
access the northeast academic district and destinations to the east of the campus.
internal access road, this plot is located to the west of the Plant sciences Building
and east of the engineering Buildings. A new building located within the south of this
the plot sits on an
development plot over 3 storeys would provide a “punctuation mark” at the endthe
of plot will operate as a retained parking area. the congregation of vehicular and
access the northe
emic Buildingthe internal road from the west. the height of this building would need careful pedestrian movement in this area will establish a dispersed and informal pattern of
use. Building entrances opening onto the square offer minor destination nodes.
consideration, given the proximity of the University Cottages (tenanted) to the south.
the plot will opera
ximate footprint – over 3 storeys
pedestrian movem
Whiteknights
CAMPUs
otal floor areathe
1380
m²
creation of new footpaths through the proposed car parking area would be the existing main water, steam, telephone and fibre ducts are in very close position to
use. Building entr
DeVeLOPMent
PLAn
the new development plot. Diversions may be
required. Main
gas can be supplied to
encouraged as part of a wider access and movement strategy. Locating car parking
thisthe
development plot from the existing local infrastructure.
along the alignment of the new orbital route around the Campus heart would have
the existing main
potential to release existing car parking areas elsewhere for development purposes.
the new developm
this development
Sciences Square

considered suitable for bats.
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SUMMARY

Whiteknights Campus

SITE
Earley gate Academic Avenue

SITE
b

a
c

a

b
d
e

PhoTogRAPhS

LAYoUT

Located on the site of the temporary buildings, positioned in a north-south axis at
the earley gate complex, this development plot offers the greatest single opportunit
within the Campus for new-build academic, centralized teaching and other operatio
University activities.
b given the single-storey nature of the existing buildings, significa
LAYoUT / MASSIng
additionalafloor space can be created in a focused, structured manner, accessed fro
the proposed car park along the eastern boundary, with the enhanced pedestrian a
Earley gate Academic Avenue
landscaped corridor to the west. the plot lies adjacent to a landscaped area betwee
c
the proposed buildings and the stC car park, offering opportunities
for a managed
Located on the site of the temporary buildings, positioned in a north-south axis at
park (subjectcto re-provision of car parking spaces elsewhere).
the earley gate complex, this development plot offers the greatest single opportunity
within the Campus for new-build academic, centralized teaching and other operational
a
University activities. given the single-storey nature of the existing buildings, significantb
additional floor space can be created in a focused, structured manner, accessed from
the proposed car park along the eastern boundary, with the enhanced pedestrian and
d
landscaped corridor to the west. the plot lies adjacent to a landscaped area between
the proposed buildings and the stC car park, offering opportunities for a managed
park (subject to re-provision of car parking spaces elsewhere).
e

PhoTogRAPhS

SUMMARY

KEY ISSUES

SUMMARY

the
the plot
plot contains
contains well
well maintained
maintained amenity
amenity grassland
grassland with
with shrubs
shrubs and
and juvenile
juvenile trees.
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no
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bat issues
issues identified.
identified. surrounding
surrounding buildings
buildings are
are 3-4
3-4 storeys.
storeys. the
the building
building blocks
blocks
shown
are
set
at
3
and
4
storeys
as
a
response
to
this.
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storeys as a response
to this.
type: shown are set
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Buildings
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scale:
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An
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vary the
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building block
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Building b:silhouette,
silhouette, which
which in
in turn
turn contributes
contributes to
to the
the important
important campus
campus arrival
arrival view
view of
of the
the earley
earley
gate
gate buildings.
buildings.
scale:
752 m² approximate footprint - over 3 storeys (2,256m2)
Earley gate Academic Avenue
Building c: Agriculture
Agriculture –– southwest
southwest street
street Block
Block
the
building
‘d’
and
the
this
street
the proposed
proposed
building
blocks
‘d’
and ‘e’
‘e’
formfootprint
the southern
southern-edge
edge
thisstoreys
street block.
block.
scale:
m²blocks
approximate
overofof 4
(4,480m2)
Located on the site of the temporary buildings,
positioned
in a1120
north-south
axis
atform
Building
Building ‘e’
‘e’ has
has peviously
peviously benefitted
benefitted from
from planning
planning consent,
consent, but
but has
has lasped.
lasped. the
the
d:retention
the earley gate complex, this developmentBuilding
plot offers
the
greatest
single
opportunity
retention of
of the
the ‘War
‘War Room’,
Room’, known
known locally
locally as
as the
the Citadel
Citadel Building
Building creates
creates aa strong
strong
cluster
of
with
building
‘d’
can
landcluster
of buildings
buildings
with
building
‘d’ and
and ‘e’
‘e’ and
and
can be
be set
set-within
within
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adjacent
land1330
m²other
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footprint
overthe
storeys
(3,990m2)
withinathe Campus for new-build academic,scale:
centralized
teaching
and
operational
scaped
scaped car
car park.
park.
2450buildings,
m² landscape
University activities. given the single-storey nature of the existing
significant
new
and
can
new telephony
telephony
and data
data ducts
ducts
can be
be supplied
supplied
this development
development plot
plot from
from the
the
Building e:
additional floor space can be created in a focused,
structured
manner,
accessed
fromtoto this
existing
infrastructure.
existing local
infrastructure.
2
scale: with
530m
approximate
- over 3 storeys (1,590m2)
the proposed car park along the eastern boundary,
thelocal
enhanced
pedestrianfootprint
and
gas
and
low
voltage
cables
will
to
the
existing
gas and
and water
water mains
mains
and
low
voltage
cables
will need
need
to be
be diverted
diverted
Capacity:
Approximate
total
floor
area
13,786
m²
landscaped corridor to the west. the plot lies
adjacentthe
toexisting
a landscaped
area
between
around
around the
the new
new building.
building. Also
Also connection
connection to
to the
the new
new building
building will
will need
need to
to be
be made
made
endoffering
Use(r):from
the proposed buildings and the stC car park,
opportunities
for
a
managed
from these
these mains.
mains.
park (subject to re-provision of car parking spaces elsewhere).

SITE

Opp type:
Building a:
scale:
Building b:
scale:
Building c:
scale:
Building d:
scale:

PhoTogRAPhS
Building e:

scale:
Capacity:
end Use(r):

general Academic Buildings
490 m² approximate
a footprint - over 3 storeys (1,470m2)
752 m² approximate footprint - over 3 storeys (2,256m2)
1120 m² approximate footprint - over 4 storeys (4,480m2)
1330 m² approximate footprint - over 3 storeys (3,990m2)
2450 m² landscape

KEY ISSU

2
530m2 approximate footprint - over 3 storeys (1,590m
) contains
the plot
Approximate total floor area 13,786 m²
no bat issues ide
shown are set at 3

Whiteknights CAMPUs
DeVeLOPMent PLAn

earley gate – nor
the proposed bui
An additional upp
silhouette, which i
gate buildings.

b

the
the existing
existing high
high voltage
voltage cables
cables will
will need
need to
to be
be diverted.
diverted.

the
the existing
existing external
external lighting
lighting surrounding
surrounding this
this development
development plot
plot will
will need
need to
to be
be

c
Whiteknights
CAMPUs
reconfigured.
reconfigured.
DeVeLOPMent PLAn
b

SUMMARY
Opp type:
Building a:
scale:
Building b:
scale:
Building c:
scale:

68
68
general Academic Buildings
490 m² approximate footprint - over 3 storeys (1,470m2)
752 m² approximate footprint - over 3 storeys (2,256m2)
1120 m² approximate footprint - over 4 storeys (4,480m2)

a

68

Agriculture – sout
the proposed bui
Building ‘e’ has p
retention of the ‘W
cluster of building
scaped car park.
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new telephony an
existing local infra

the existing gas a
around the new b
from these mains
the existing high

Whiteknights Campus
LAYoUT
SITE

b

a

b

PhoTogRAPhS

KEY ISSUES

b
a

the plot is located to the back of the Fine Art blocks with green houses and contains
semi-mature trees present. Car parks with limited areas of amenity grassland.
two large warehouses (not suitable for bats). storage sheds, single storey breeze
blocks with asbestos corrugated roofs – not suitable for bats.

Citadel Car Park

Located at the far eastern extreme of the north-eastern district, th
currently accommodates a number of derelict underused buildin
in nature. the plot also contains the ‘war room’ or ‘citadel’ buidlin
retained. this building is receiving interest form english heritage
historic use. Removal of the other redundant buildings and re-mo
offers opportunities for increased car parking, accessed the cent
north-eastern district. this car parking area would be adjacent to
plots identified in Zone 2.4, however, have the potential to serve w
business functions in this general area. Proposals show a strong
link the car park to the Central earley gate street.

Plot boundary adjoins ‘Wilderness’ area to the east. Development along this edge
will need to consider an appropriate landscape treatment to protect vegetation and
enhance the historic bunker house as a focal point within this plot.
the plot will operate as a parking area served from the Central earley gate street.
this parking area will serve the proposed earley gate Buildings and Agriculture faculty
extension. (Building ‘e’ as shown in Plot 2.3).
An important intersection of pedestrian movement will establish between the car park
and the street, forming a strategic gateway and orientation point and communal node.

SITE

PhoTogRAPhS

SUMMARY
Opp type: Car Parking
scale:
Capacity: 138 net increase in car parking spaces.

KEY ISSU

Citadel Car Park
Located at the far eastern extreme of the north-eastern district, this development zone
currently accommodates a number of derelict underused buildings, some temporary
in nature. the plot also contains the ‘war room’ or ‘citadel’ buidling which is to be
retained. this building is receiving interest form english heritage due to its previous
historic use. Removal of the other redundant buildings and re-modeling of this area
offers opportunities for increased car parking, accessed the central street for the
north-eastern district. this car parking area would be adjacent to the development
plots identified in Zone 2.4, however, have the potential to serve wider academic and
business functions in this general area. Proposals show a strong pedestrian route to
link the car park to the Central earley gate street.

b

a

69

SUMMARY
Opp type: Car Parking
scale:
Capacity: 138 net increase in car parking spaces.
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SITE

Whiteknights Campus

Pho

Meteorology / Psychology Building Extension

LAYoUT

Located south of the science and technology Centre, and to the west of the
access road serving the car park at the south end of the Meteorological Building,
this development plot occupies an important transitional position between the north
eastern academic estate and the landscaped areas to the south west. it currently
occupies a road and a small car park and encompasses the neighbouring academic
buildings.

a

LAYoUT / MASSIng
b

a

PhoTogRAPhS

y Building Extension

SITE

Meteorology / Psychology Building Extension
PhoTogRAPhS

Any car parking spaces lost to developmentdare proposed to be replaced as an
extension of the current temporary car park along the access road to the north west.
KEY ISSUES
this car park extension will require strategic landscape screening to protect views
form the west.
Car parks and road network at back of Psychology
building surrounded by juvenile
b
tree planting and shrub planting along Psychology building and road/path edge.

ce and technology Centre, and to the west of the
r park at the south end of the Meteorological Building,
pies an important transitional position between the north
nd the landscaped areas to the south west. it currently b
all car park and encompasses the neighbouring academic

eliver new academic teaching accommodation using the
re possible. this arrangement creates a ‘cross’,
and massing of the existing. the internal, eastern building
buildings and will not extend so far into the courtyard so
the Avenue of buildings to the north. the western building
d the existing building lines to the far south or north of this

the University wishesato deliver new academic teaching accommodation using the
existing building cores where possible. this arrangement creates a ‘cross’,
refecting the height, scale and massing of the existing. the internal, eastern building
will be sheilded by existing buildings and will not extend so far into the courtyard so
as to disrupt views through the Avenue of buildings to the north. the western building
will not be extended beyond the existing building lines to the far south or north of this
complex.

With development proposed over existing car park and grassland landscape, the plot
boundary may encroach over newly planted areas. the proposed landscape strategy
could utilise existing vegetation to aid with filtering this building’s façade which will be
orientated towards the new access link over the lake.

SUMMARY
Opp type:
scale:
Capacity:

a

c

surrounding buildings are 3-4 storeys. the building blocks are set at 3 storeys as a
response Centralised
to this, howeverteaching
subject to and
visualCar
impact
assessment, it is possible that 4
Parking
storey buildings may be justified, particually within the inner courtyard.

Building footprint 465sqm (Over 2 wing extension).

3 storeys – 1695 sqm
PhoTogRAPhS

KEY ISSUES

the existing gas main, low voltage cables, telephone and fibre ducts will need to
-be diverted around the new building. the existing external lighting surrounding this
development plot will need to be reconfigured.

Car Park nil Change: spaces lost to development are reprovided and an extension toCar parks and roa
the car park opposite.
tree planting and

Carwest
parksof
and
road network at back of Psychology building surrounded by juvenile
t to development
are proposed
to be
as an and technology Centre, and to the
Located
south
of replaced
the science
the
tree planting and shrub planting along Psychology building and road/path edge.
mporary car parkaccess
along theroad
access
road to the
the north
west. at the south end of the Meteorological
serving
car
park
Building,
require strategic landscape screening to protect views
this development plot occupies an important transitional position
between
theproposed
north over existing car park and grassland landscape, the plot
With
development
Whiteknights CAMPUs
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surrounding buildings are 3-4 storeys. the building blocks are set at 3 storeys as a

response to this,
however
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using
the subject to visual impact assessment, it is possible that 4
storey buildings may be justified, particually within the inner courtyard.
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sed teaching and
Car Parking
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refecting
theextension).
height, scale and massing of the existing. the internal,
eastern
building
the existing
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s – 1695 sqm
-be diverted
around theso
new building. the existing external lighting surrounding this
will be sheilded by existing buildings and will not extend so far into
the courtyard
a
plot will
need to be reconfigured.
c
as to disrupt
viewsand
through
the Avenue
of buildings to the
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building
b north.development
es lost to development
are reprovided
an extension
to
ar park opposite.
will not be extended beyond the existing building lines to the far south or north of this
a
complex.

Any car parking spaces lost to development are proposed to be replaced as an
70
extension of the current temporary car park along the access road to the north west.
this car park extension will require strategic landscape screening to protect views
form the west.

KEY ISSU

d

the existing gas m
-be diverted aroun
development plot
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3.11 ZONE 3 PLOT 11
Whiteknights Campus

SITE
Bowling green Area

LAYoU

this development plot includes the current Bowls green, hardstanding areas and
glasshouses. Proposals include the creation of a car park on the Bowls green sit
accessed from the upgraded Bridges Approach Road. in order to upgrade the ca
pus electricity supply (currently the subject of a feasibility study) a new main 33 k
electricity transformer station is proposed adjacent. Both the car park and the ele
b station will be served by means of a shoved access junction.
ity transformer

a

the plot is surrounded by shrubs and tree planting and hedgerow. the landscapi
strategy for the site will include a streagthening of the peripheral vegetative cover,
offering enhanced screening from residential properties to the north.

PhoTogRAPhS

a

KEY ISSUES

the landscape strategy will need to ensure that the vegetative screen on the
periphery of the site is retained and where possible enhanced.
the electricity transformer station creates potential service alignment issues.
the alignment of underground electricity cables will follow the route of the road to the
rear of the stC Building and pass under the parkland and lake towards the student
Union Building and acts as the main sub-station(s) within the academic core.

SUMMARY

SITE

An appropriate landscape strategy shouldOpp
acknowledge
the wider views and
typ: Car Park
sensitivity of this plot due to its higher elevation. there is bird activity in the trees
and nearby oaks and cedars have the potential
for bats.
Capacity:
83 spaces

PhoTogRAPhS

Bowling green Area

Adjacent development: 33 kV electricity transformer station.

this development plot includes the current Bowls green, hardstanding areas and
glasshouses. Proposals include the creation of a car park on the Bowls green site,
accessed from the upgraded Bridges Approach Road. in order to upgrade the campus electricity supply (currently the subject of a feasibility study) a new main 33 kV
electricity transformer station is proposed adjacent. Both the car park and the electricity transformer station will be served by means of a shoved access junction.

Whiteknights CAMPUs
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the plot is surrounded by shrubs and tree planting and hedgerow. the landscaping
strategy for the site will include a streagthening of the peripheral vegetative
cover,
b
a enhanced screening from residential properties to the north.
offering
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3.9 ZONE 3 PLOT 9

SITE

Whiteknights Campusa

Lakeside Meeting Place

LAYo

A ‘landmark’ albeit small scale structure in this location would prov
stopping point and a physical development link between the acad
north east district at earley gate.

this plot provides an opportunity for an innovative design, high qu
statement adjacent to the waters edge, with ‘spill out’ space for w

An illustration of what
a might be proposed replaces the 3d Model e

the structure is designed to open to be the elements, but with a p
cover to offer some protection. services to the site are recommen
port localised activities in the area.

PhoTogRAPhS

the concept of an open structure has been progressed in respons
tation recieved during the public consultation period: comments re
oppose a move solid café building within this setting. the opportu
wi-fi networks either within the structure or adjacent is supported.

KEY ISSUES

the site lies adjacent to the main connection route over the lake a
comegrassland
stopping means
off pointthere
for visitors
the close proximity of the lake, mature trees and rough
is a using the public right of way (a
high probability of bats, birds and the great crested newt being present.
the adjacent Bridge will provide improved circulation movement and better linkages
within the campus grounds. the proposed structure could offer an outdoor amenity
area that takes advantage of lake views.

SUMMARY

SITE
Lakeside Meeting Place

Opp
type:
Amentity / Covered Area
Development close to the Wildlife hertiage Boundary
and
Lake will require
(openthat
structure)
consideration for the impact on surrounding wildlife. given the ‘light-touch’
such a
structure will have on the local environment, it is considered that the localised impact
will be negligible.

PhoTogRAPhS

the new structure is located close to the lake edge and will provide an additional
A ‘landmark’ albeit small scale structure in this location would provide a natural destination / meeting place along the Principal Line of Pedestrian Movement between
the two academic districts. Also in this vicinity the important longer distance vistas
stopping point and a physical development link between the academic core and the
along the channel towards the lake come into view from the bridge. A small landmark
north east district at earley gate.
Whiteknights
CAMPUs
structure and potential raised terrace will make a significant
contribution
to the lake
DeVeLOPMent PLAn
crossing
sequence.
this plot provides an opportunity for an innovative design, high quality architectural
statement adjacent to the waters edge, with ‘spill out’ space for wireless working. the standard and design of the new bridge will need to be considered in detail at a
later stage. in principal, the bridge will be capable of accommodating buses pedestriAn illustration of what might be proposed replaces the 3d Model extract.
ans, cyclists and vehicles between the two areas of the campus.
the structure is designed to open to be the elements, but with a potentially fabric the existing mains gas, telephone and fibre ducts are in very close position to the new
a
development plot. Diversion may be required. Mains water and low voltage cable can
cover to offer some protection. services to the site are recommended in order to supbe supplied to this development plot from the existing local infrastructure.
port localised activities in the area.

LAKESIDE

the concept of an open structure has been progressed in response to the representation recieved during the public consultation period: comments received tended to
oppose a move solid café building within this setting. the opportunity to incorporate
wi-fi networks either within the structure or adjacent is supported.
the site lies adjacent to the main connection route over the lake and would be a welcome stopping off point for visitors using the public right of way (adjacent).
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